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Security Analysis: The Classic 1934 Edition Harper Collins
"All investors, from beginners to old hands, should gain from the
use of this guide, as I have." From the Introduction by Michael F.
Price, president, Franklin Mutual Advisors, Inc. Benjamin
Graham has been called the most important investment thinker of
the twentieth century. As a master investor, pioneering stock

analyst, and mentor to investment superstars, he has no peer. The
volume you hold in your hands is Graham's timeless guide to
interpreting and understanding financial statements. It has long
been out of print, but now joins Graham's other masterpieces, The
Intelligent Investor and Security Analysis, as the three priceless
keys to understanding Graham and value investing. The advice he
offers in this book is as useful and prescient today as it was sixty
years ago. As he writes in the preface, "if you have precise
information as to a company's present financial position and its
past earnings record, you are better equipped to gauge its future
possibilities. And this is the essential function and value of security
analysis." Written just three years after his landmark Security
Analysis, The Interpretation of Financial Statements gets to the
heart of the master's ideas on value investing in astonishingly few
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pages. Readers will learn to analyze a company's balance sheets
and income statements and arrive at a true understanding of its
financial position and earnings record. Graham provides simple
tests any reader can apply to determine the financial health and
well-being of any company. This volume is an exact text replica of
the first edition of The Interpretation of Financial Statements,
published by Harper & Brothers in 1937. Graham's original
language has been restored, and readers can be assured that every
idea and technique presented here appears exactly as Graham
intended. Highly practical and accessible, it is an essential guide
for all business people--and makes the perfect companion volume
to Graham's investment masterpiece The Intelligent Investor.
Finerman's Rules John Wiley & Sons
In the world of investing, the name Warren Buffett is synonymous with
success and prosperity—now you can learn how Warren Buffett did it and
how you can, too. Building from the ground up, Buffett chose wisely and
picked his stocks with care, in turn amassing the huge fortune for which he
is now famous. Mary Buffett, former daughter-in-law of this legendary
financial genius and a successful businesswoman in her own right, has
teamed up with noted Buffettologist David Clark to create Buffettology, a
one-of-a-kind investment guide that explains the winning strategies of the
master. -Learn how to approach investing the way Buffett does, based on
the authors' firsthand knowledge of the secrets that have made Buffett the
world's second wealthiest man -Use Buffett's proven method of investing
in stocks that will continue to grow over time -Master the straightforward
mathematical equipments that assist Buffett in making investments
-Examine the kinds of companies that capture Buffett's interest, and learn
how you can use this information to make your own investment choices
of the future Complete with profiles of fifty-four "Buffett

companies"—companies in which Buffett has invested and which the
authors believe he continues to follow—Buffettology can show any
investor, from beginner to savvy pro, how to create a profitable portfolio.

Buffett and Beyond McGraw Hill Professional
Warren Buffett's Stock Portfoliois the first book to
take readers deep into Warren Buffett's investment
portfolio. Each of Buffett's current stock investments
is analyzed in detail with information as to why
Buffett found these attractive businesses and how he
determined that they are good long-term investments.
Each company will analyzed using the criteria outlined
in Buffettologyand Warren Buffett and the
Interpretation of Financial Statements. The reader
can then apply these techniques to a variety of other
stocks and see if they meet Buffett's criteria.
Although information about Warren Buffett's stock
portfolio is available on-line, it is merely listings of
the stocks Warren owns. No one else explains the
criteria Warren uses to determine how and when to
buy and sell. In addition this book will include stocks
that are too new to be on-line. The authors will also
look at a few top-performing stocks that Warren has
sold in the last ten years.
Buffettology Turner Publishing Company
Shortlisted for the Financial Times and Goldman Sachs Business Book of the
Year Prize 2008 The Snowball is the first and will be the only biography of
the world's richest man, Warren Buffett, written with his full cooperation and
collaboration. Combining a unique blend of "The Sage of Omaha's" business
savvy, life story and philosophy, The Snowball is essential reading for
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anyone wishing to discover and replicate the secrets of his business and life
success. Warren Buffett is arguably the world's greatest investor. Even as a
child he was fascinated by the concept of risk and probability, setting up his
first business at the age of six. In 1964 he bought struggling Massachusetts
textile firm Berkshire Hathaway and grew it to be the 12th largest corporation
in the US purely through the exercise of sound investing principles - a feat
never equalled in the annals of business. Despite an estimated net worth of
around US$62 billion, Buffett leads an intriguingly frugal life taking home a
salary of only £50,000 a year. His only indulgence is a private jet, an
extravagance he wryly acknowledges by calling it "The Indefensible". In
2006, he made the largest charitable donation on record, with most of it going
to the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. The Snowball provides a
comprehensive, richly detailed insight one of the world's most extraordinary
and much loved public figures.
Berkshire Beyond Buffett Simon and Schuster
At last, here is a book that reveals what the public really wants
to know about this legendary investor: how he determines where
he puts his money. From a team with privileged insight, Mary
Buffett, a savvy CEO and Warren Buffett's former daughter-in-
law, and David Clarke, a successful portfolio analyst, comes
BUFFETTOLOGY, the most detailed explanation ever of the
billionaire's unique investment techniques. Using Warren
Buffett's system to access a company's potential economic
excellence and the right price to pay for its stock,
BUFFETTOLOGY demonstrates the actual mathematical
models and equations, revolving around three variables: the
yearly per share earnings figure, its predictability, and the
market price of security. With BUFFETTOLOGY, individual
investors will come to truly understand, and emulate, Warren
Buffett's masterful insight, and see that investment is most
intelligent when it is most businesslike.

Warren Buffett's Management Secrets Simon and Schuster
Published in 1997, the bestselling BUFFETTOLOGY was tailored to
the conditions of investors in the midst of a long bull market. Now,
four years later, that market has seen once hot tech stocks crash and
investors scramble to move their assets, or what remains of them,
back to the safety of traditional blue chip companies. As peaks turn to
troughs, worried investors wonder if there are any constants in today's
volatile market. The answer is yes: Warren Buffett's value investing
strategies make money. And, as THE NEW BUFFETTOLOGY
demonstrates, there is no time to acquire like today's bear market.
THE NEW BUFFETTOLOGY is the first guide to Warren Buffett's
strategy for exploiting down stocks - a strategy that has made him the
world's second richest person. Designed to teach investors how to
decipher and use financial information like Buffett himself, this one-of-
a-kind guide walks readers step-by-step through the equations and
formulas Buffett uses to determine what to invest in and, just as
importantly, when. Authors Mary Buffett and David Clark explore
Buffett's recent investments in detail, proving time and time again that
his strategy has earned enormous profits at a time when no one
expects them - and with almost zero risk to his capital.
The Warren Buffett Stock Portfolio John Wiley & Sons
Words of wisdom from Charlie Munger—Warren Buffett’s
longtime business partner and the visionary Vice Chairman
of Berkshire Hathaway—collected and interpreted with an
eye towards investing by David Clark, coauthor of the
bestselling Buffettology series. Born in Omaha, Nebraska in
1924 Charlie Munger studied mathematics at the University
of Michigan, trained as a meteorologist at Cal Tech
Pasadena while in the Army, and graduated magna cum
laude from Harvard Law School without ever earning an
undergraduate degree. Today, Munger is one of America’s
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most successful investors, the Vice Chairman of Berkshire
Hathaway, and Warren Buffett’s business partner for almost
forty years. Buffett says “Berkshire has been built to
Charlie’s blueprint. My role has been that of general
contractor.” Munger is an intelligent, opinionated business
man whose ideas can teach professional and amateur
investors how to be successful in finance and life. Like The
Tao of Warren Buffett and The Tao of Te Ching, The Tao of
Charlie Munger is a compendium of pithy quotes including,
“Knowing what you don’t know is more useful than being
brilliant” and “In my whole life, I have known no wise people
who didn’t read all the time—none, zero.” This collection,
culled from interviews, speeches, and questions and
answers at the Berkshire Hathaway and Wesco annual
meetings, offers insights into Munger’s amazing financial
success and life philosophies. Described by Business
Insider as “sharp in his wit and investing wisdom,” Charlie
Munger’s investment tips, business philosophy, and rules
for living are as unique as his life story; intelligent as he
clearly is; and as successful as he has been.
Warren Buffett and the Interpretation of Financial
Statements Business Plus
In the past eighteen months, investors have seen rapid, often
intimidating changes in the stock market-tech stocks have
soared and crashed and assets that shifted away from traditional
blue chip companies have quickly shifted back again. In spite of
this volatility however, there has been one constant: Warren
Buffet's value investing strategies make money. In

BUFFETOLOGY, Mary Buffet and David Clark unveiled the
analysis techniques that made Warren Buffet the billionaire and
investment icon he is today. Now in this companion workbook,
the authors explain Buffet's system of business perspective
investing, focusing on specific mathematical ratios and
calculations. Written in clear, easy-to-understand language, THE
BUFFETTOLOGY WORKBOOK offers everyone with or without
an Internet connection the tools they'll need to apply the same
kind of value analysis to readily available financial data that
Warren Buffet does.
The Warren Buffett Stock Portfolio Simon and Schuster
With an insider's view of the mind of the master, Mary Buffett and
David Clark have written a simple guide for reading financial
statements from Buffett's successful perspective. They clearly outline
Warren Buffett's strategies in a way that will appeal to newcomers and
seasoned Buffettologists alike. Inspired by the seminal work of
Buffett's mentor, Benjamin Graham, this book presents Buffett's
interpretation of financial statements with anecdotes and quotes from
the master investor himself. Destined to become a classic in the world
of investment books, Warren Buffett and the Interpretation of
Financial Statements is the perfect companion volume to The New
Buffettology and The Tao of Warren Buffett.
The Tao of Warren Buffett Simon and Schuster
"Look at market fluctuations as your friend rather than your enemy;
profit from folly rather than participate in it." —Warren Buffett Investors
shouldn't hate the market because of its up and downs. They should
capitalize on it—and give a middle finger to those brokers wasting their
time (and money) buying and selling, viewing investing as just buying
stocks and not taking ownership of a company. In this book, Joe
Ponzio gives an "f-you" to Wall Street and teaches you how to
become a sharp value investor who uses economic downturns to your
advantage. By buying into companies you believe in—but that may be
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selling for less than their intrinsic value, like high-end retailers in a
weak market and discount retailers in a strong one—you will profit from
their long-term performance. It's the perfect guide for anyone fed up
with Wall Street's bull.
Warren Buffett and the Art of Stock Arbitrage Harriman
House Limited
The proven business principles of Warren Buffett Warren
Buffett is one of the most admired and prolific investors and
managers in corporate America. Warren Buffett on
Business is a timeless guide to strategies that can help you
run a successful business. This book is a one-of-a-kind
collection of Buffett's letters to the shareholders of Berkshire
Hathaway written over the past few decades, and in a clear,
simple style distills the basic principles of sound business
practices. Through Buffett's own remarkable words, this
practical management handbook shares valuable insights
on communicating with, and treating employees and
shareholders fairly; responsible corporate governance;
ethical behavior; patience and perseverance; admitting
mistakes; and having a passion for work. Contains priceless
pearls of business and management wisdom, woven into a
delightful narrative Designed in an accessible manner and
organized by business and management topics with strong
lessons from Buffett Provides direct, hands-on information
on major topics concerning managers, entrepreneurs,
business students, and anyone interested in business
Informative and inspiring, this unique book puts Warren
Buffett's business beliefs in perspective.

Invest In The Best Simon and Schuster
Each year, for thirty years, two veteran investment advisors
attended Berkshire Hathaway's Annual Shareholders Meeting.
After each meeting, they chronicled Warren Buffett and Charlie
Munger's best lessons from that year. This book compiles those
thirty years of wisdom for the first time.
Overdrive John Wiley & Sons
Explains financial analysis techniques, shows how to interpret
financial statements, and discusses the analysis of fixed-income
securities and the valuation of stocks.
The Warren Buffett Way Workbook Currency
Offers case studies and exercises for examining, adapting,
and implementing Warren Buffett's investment strategies.
Warren Buffett Accounting Book Simon and Schuster
In Warren Buffett: Inside the Ultimate Money Mind, Hagstrom breaks
new ground with a deep analysis of Buffett's essential wisdom, an
intricate mosaic of wide-ranging ideas and insights that Buffett calls a
Money Mind. What exactly is a Money Mind? At one level, it's a way
of thinking about major financial issues such as capital allocation. At
another level, it summarizes an overall mindset for successfully
investing in today’s fast-paced stock market, a mindset that depends
on a commitment to learning, adapting, and facing down irrelevant
noise. This is not a method book. It is a thinking book. Warren Buffett:
Inside the Ultimate Money Mind explains the philosophies of self-
reliance, stoicism, rationalism, and pragmatism and their contributions
to making intelligent investment decisions. It also outlines the
evolution of value investing, discusses how to develop a business-
driven investing mindset, and describes the defining traits of
successful active management. Lastly, it examines the surprising
aspects of a Money Mind – sportsman, teacher, and artist. In short,
Warren Buffett: Inside the Ultimate Money Mind helps readers
understand the building blocks that go into making a Money Mind so
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they can begin to incorporate its principles in the service to a life of
value. Testimonials "An erudite masterpiece..." –Lawrence A.
Cunningham, author; professor and director, Quality Shareholders
Initiative, George Washington University "It's another must-read…"
–Bethany McLean, journalist and Contributing Editor, Vanity Fair,
author, Saudi America and co-author The Smartest Guys in the Room
"Pure Genius! This is a game changer in investment books..." –Robert
P. Miles, author; Executive in Residence, University of Nebraska at
Omaha, Executive MBA Program, 'The Genius of Warren Buffett'
"Effervescence and thoughtful analysis of Buffett's life and work..."
–Tom Gayner, Co-chief Executive Officer, Markel Corporation
"Hagstrom's books always enable readers to think about the world in
new ways…" –Tren Griffin, author, Charlie Munger: The Complete
Investor
Buffett's Tips John Wiley & Sons
At last, here is a book that reveals what the public really
wants to know about this legendary investor: how he
determines where he puts his money. From a team with
privileged insight, Mary Buffett, a savvy CEO and Warren
Buffett's former daughter-in-law, and David Clarke, a
successful portfolio analyst, comes BUFFETTOLOGY, the
most detailed explanation ever of the billionaire's unique
investment techniques. Using Warren Buffett's system to
access a company's potential economic excellence and the
right price to pay for its stock, BUFFETTOLOGY
demonstrates the actual mathematical models and
equations, revolving around three variables: the yearly per
share earnings figure, its predictability, and the market price
of security. With BUFFETTOLOGY, individual investors will
come to truly understand, and emulate, Warren Buffett's

masterful insight, and see that investment is most intelligent
when it is most businesslike.
The Warren Buffett Way Financial Times/Prentice Hall
An insightful new take on the life and work of one of the
world's most remarkable investors: Warren Buffett In the
30th Anniversary Edition of The Warren Buffett Way,
celebrated author and investor Robert Hagstrom delivers
the definitive version of his bestselling compendium of the
investment strategies made famous by Warren Buffett. The
Warren Buffett Way describes the twelve investment tenets
of Warren Buffett's strategy called business-driven investing
and his distinct approach to managing a portfolio of
businesses. You'll learn how you can apply these same
principles to building your own portfolio and find discussions
on the psychology of long-term investing, its optimal
benefits, and how to avoid the most common pitfalls and
mistakes encountered by investors. This latest edition
includes: A new author preface to complement the existing
forewords from Peter Lynch, Bill Miller, and Howard Marks.
Insights on how to achieve worldly wisdom advanced by
Warren Buffett's longtime business partner Charlie Munger.
Footnotes and references to academic work that supports
and expands on Warren Buffett's investment approach and
portfolio management. The complete Berkshire Hathaway
common stocks portfolios from 1977-2021. An
indispensable guide to the remarkable work and
accomplishments of Warren Buffett, The Warren Buffett
Way is a can't-miss resource for professional and individual
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investors who want to learn from the world's greatest
investor.
How to Pick Stocks Like Warren Buffett: Profiting from the
Bargain Hunting Strategies of the World's Greatest Value
Investor ARMOUR PUBLISHING PTE LTD
Berkshire Hathaway, the $300 billion conglomerate that
Warren Buffett built, is among the worldÕs largest and most
famous corporations. Yet, for all its power and celebrity, few
people understand Berkshire, and many assume it cannot
survive without Buffett. This book proves that assumption
wrong. In a comprehensive portrait of the distinct corporate
culture that unites and sustains BerkshireÕs fifty direct
subsidiaries, Lawrence A. Cunningham unearths the traits
that assure the conglomerateÕs perpetual prosperity.
Riveting stories recount each subsidiaryÕs origins,
triumphs, and journey to Berkshire and reveal the strategies
managers use to generate economic value from intangible
values, such as thrift, integrity, entrepreneurship, autonomy,
and a sense of permanence. Rich with lessons for those
wishing to profit from the Berkshire model, this engaging
book is a valuable read for entrepreneurs, business owners,
managers, and investors, and it makes an important
resource for scholars of corporate stewardship. General
readers will enjoy learning how an iconoclastic
businessman transformed a struggling shirt company into a
corporate fortress destined to be his lasting legacy.
Warren Buffett John Wiley & Sons
What if you could learn financial literacy from Warren Buffett himself?

Finance is a language like any other: the more fluently you speak it, the
further—and more comfortably—you travel. And if you want to improve
your financial literacy, what better teacher could you have than Warren
Buffett? Often described as the greatest investor of all time, Warren
Buffett started his investment firm with$100 in the late 1950s and went
on to become the billionaire and sage we know today. Along the way
he’s reaped huge profits for fellow investors in Berkshire Hathaway
and remains one of the most sought-after and closely watched figures
in the business world. So how did he do it? In Buffett’s Tips, award-
winning professor and professional investor John M. Longo
demonstrates just how by translating decades of Buffett’s writings and
media appearances into a 100 straightforward tips and strategies
anyone can follow for enhanced financial literacy and independence,
including: Essential concepts like the time value of money and
compound interest Basic financial instruments, such as savings and
checking accounts and certificates of deposit Approaches to valuing
stock, including discounted cash flow and relative valuation How to
build a portfolio in accordance with Buffett’s two golden rules Whether
you want to grow your personal finances, develop your business
acumen, or improve softer career skills such as emotional intelligence,
there’s no one better to learn from than the most famous investor in
the world—and no better way to do that than having a copy of Buffett’s
Tips close at hand.
Bubbleology John Wiley & Sons
A $10,000 investment in Warren Buffett's original 1956 portfolio would
today be worth a staggering $250 million ... after taxes! What are his
investing secrets? How to Pick Stocks Like Warren Buffett contains
the answers and shows, step-by-profitable-step, how any investor can
follow Buffett's path to consistently find bargains in all markets: up,
down, or sideways. How to Pick Stocks Like Warren Buffett sticks to
the basics: how Buffett continually finds bargain stocks passed over
by others. Written by an actual financial analyst who uses Buffett's
strategies professionally, this tactical how-to book includes:
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Comprehensive financial tools and information Strategy-packed
"Buffett in action" boxes Buffett's own stock portfoliocontinually
updated on the author's website!
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